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COVID-19 SOLUTIONS  
PREPARING FOR THE RETURN TO WORK



Sodexo has been on the front line of the coronavirus (COVID-19) response since it first 
emerged in China. As a global team we have worked quickly together with our clients 
and stakeholders to build business continuity and pandemic plans and apply the 
learnings from our teams in China, around the world, and here in the UK and Ireland. 

At each stage our number one priority has been to protect our people, our customers 
and the people in our client organisations. We have worked hard to ensure our teams 
have the right tools and information to reduce the risk of transmission and to mitigate 
any suspected or confirmed cases, whether at work or at home. 

Working through the impacts of Covid-19 involves a truly collaborative approach. At 
Sodexo we pride ourselves on our strong relationships, delivered through passionate 
and committed teams. These relationships allow us to navigate challenging situations 
and find solutions. 

We’ve set out below our thoughts and some of our solutions to support organisations 
through the pandemic and to be ready for the ‘new normal’ that will follow. 

JULIE ENNIS
CEO Corporate Services,  
Sodexo UK and Ireland

QUALITY OF LIFE HAS NEVER 
BEEN SO RELEVANT 



We are working closely with clients on their recovery plans. A really important part 
of this has been to map clients’ strategies for recovery versus the availability of our 
people. We have had a lot of clients requesting deep cleaning, sanitation, as well as a 
much-increased focus on personal hygiene and PPE. 

We are at a stage now where people really want to move on and get back to normal. 
We are focused on engaging with clients and assessing how their people are feeling. 
There is increased anxiety and we are taking lots of measures to make people 
feel secure and safe; more visible cleaning, sufficient PPE, more visible onsite 
communications;

• On the catering side we have made changes in our services to reflect 
continued social distancing measures.

• At some sites we have staggered lunch services to give customers more space.
• We will be focusing on campaigns to promote nutrition, health and the safety 

of our food production, as well as reinforcing personal hygiene and social 
distancing rules. 
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Digital as an enabler for services in the new reality

• As you might expect, we are delivering more cleaning, security and general maintenance services, whilst there is less 
activity linked to meetings and events. 

There is an inherent caution and people desperately want to reduce the risk of a second wave, but life is slowly starting to 
return to normal - restaurants are opening and the economy is starting to get moving once again. We are certainly through the 
worst, but not back to normal in the commig months.



SODEXO COVID-19 SOLUTIONS 
At Sodexo we are supporting our clients to manage coronavirus through a phased approach of remobilisation and return to 
work, in addition to applying service adaptations and enhancements and planning for longer term changes to the work of 
work, anticipating ‘the new normal’.  Here in the UK & Ireland we are learning lessons from our teams across the globe for 
every step of the user experience:
 
We’ve outlined some of these solutions overleaf.
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RETURN TO WORK AND 
REMOBILISATION SERVICES 
• Site restart process

 { Provision of site restart processes and project 
management services to manage – bringing together 
workplace, facility and people solutions

• Pre-occupation assessment
 { Provides structured process to ensure all services are 

brought back online in a safe, compliant and efficient 
manner  e.g. water quality assessments to looking at 
the effects of low occupancy and closed buildings on 
the quality of water

• Reactive disinfection cleaning
 { Disinfecting following a confirmed case of Covid-19 

on site; use specialised protection equipment and 
chemicals; enhanced sanitised stations e.g. wipes 
and hand gels

• Welcome back to work packages
 { Provision of hand sanitizer, wipes and information on 

the new ways of working to ensure employees feel 
safe, at ease and remain focussed

SERVICE ADAPTIONS AND 
ENHANCEMENTS
• Preventive Disinfection Cleaning

 { Helps to reduce the overall level of contamination in 
the facility and maintain contamination at a low level; 
focused on high touch services

• Human Temperature Monitoring
 { Temperature checks of employees and guests entering 

your building to support infection control 

• Social distancing support
 { Implement methods to reduce the spread of 

contaminants based on a local risk analysis – 
e.g. sneeze guards, changed restaurant seating, 
contactless payment, revised office layouts, queue 
management including guidance lines on floors, lifts 
and lobby areas

• Convenience Grab & Go and pre-packaged food 
 { A simplified menu and tasty take-away/ meal-deal 

options to support employees to socially distance 
themselves by eating outside of on-site restaurants

• Digital Retail solutions 
 { Using our BITE pre-ordering app, employees on site 

can pre-order essential products, currently available 
through our existing supply chain, they can collect 
them at the end of their working day

 { Onsite micromarkets selling key essentials and 
offering out-of-hours catering solutions via contactless 
self pay 

• Onsite health communication
 { Use existing and new channels to drive awareness and 

behavioural change around social distancing, hygienic 
measures and wellbeing initiatives

• Virtual security
 { Remote monitoring of premises through virtual 

patrols, access control, secure perimeters and 
weighbridges 

• Circles™  remote employee concierge 
 { Remote concierge services delivered via online/ 

telephone helpdesk to support employees with 
information/ life admin

• Benefits & Rewards - employee support
 { Provide physical and mental wellbeing assistance for 

your employees through our Employee Assistance 
Programmes. From exercise tips and diets plans, to 
dealing with the stress of the COVID-19 pandemic, any 
situation can be covered

 { For details visit: www.sodexoengage.com



FOCUS ON

LAUREN KYLE
Head of Cleaning, Sodexo UK&I

ADRIAN EVANS
Food Transformation Director

MICHAEL FILDES
Managing Director, Circles UK 

The events of the past few months have shone a spotlight 
on the critical role cleaning plays in helping to keep people 
safe and well. Sodexo’s protocols for disinfection cleans 
are based on the latest science and align with global best 
practice in the cleaning industry. Our on-site teams are 
fully committed to supporting you in minimising the spread 
of Covid-19 and other socially-acquired illnesses through 
tailored cleaning programs that focus on breaking the chain 
of transmission.

The immediate consideration food services teams when offices reopen will 
be managing ongoing social distancing, whilst ensuring our consumers feel 
safe and comfortable. There are lots of ways we can do this; looking at how 
we manage dining spaces and also through revised food offers and styles of 
service. 

We can use floor graphics and screens to keep our employees and consumers 
at a safe distance. We can also change the flow of spaces, so consumers can 
make their choices more quickly and take food away. 

We are anticipating that consumers will feel anxious about food production 
as a possible source of infection, so will change our offer to manage those 
anxieties and make people feel at ease. We will offer a lot more Grab & Go, 
meal deals and pre-packaged options, whilst taking away open salad bars 
if required. We can also introduce or upscale our pre-order apps, so that 
employees can pre-order and collect food quickly.

During the coronavirus outbreak, Circles, Sodexo’s global concierge 
service offer, has been working with a number of organisations to 
provide a benefit and support system for employees, to help them 
manage the upheaval and challenges the pandemic has presented. 
Some of the main requests we have received include grocery 
ordering, car maintenance and home services, but we have also 
been able to support families with home-schooling materials and 
ideas for keeping kids entertained.
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We look forward to helping you and your people when the world starts moving 
again. If you would like any further details on any of the information provided, 
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sales.CorporateServices.UK@sodexo.com


